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The constraint operators belonging to a generally covariant system are found out within the framework of the
BRST formalism. The result embraces quadratic Hamiltonian constraints whose potential can be factorized as a
never null function times a gauge invariant function. The building of the inner product between physical states
is analyzed for systems featuring either intrinsic or extrinsic time.
An essential aspect of a generally covariant
system is the invariance of its action under
reparametrizations; this means that the label that
parametrizes the trajectories of the system is not
the time but a physically irrelevant parameter.
As a consequence, the system is constrained to
remain on the hypersurface of the phase space
where the Hamiltonian is null. In fact, since the
“evolution” generated by the Hamiltonian can be
regarded as a reparametrization of the classical
trajectory, then the Hamiltonian behaves like a
generator of a gauge transformation of the sys-
tem; so the Hamiltonian is a first class constraint.
Besides the Hamiltonian constraintHo associated
with the reparametrization invariance, the system
can exhibit additional gauge invariance generated
by first class constraints Ha linear and homoge-
neous in the momenta, telling that some canonical
variables are not genuine degrees of freedom but
mere spurious variables devoid of physical mean-
ing. The observables are not sensitive to the val-
ues of these spurious variables, nor to the choice
of the parametrization. The super-Hamiltonian
and super-momenta constraints of General Rela-
tivity are an example of such a set of first class
constraints.[1,2]
According to Dirac’s method, the gauge invari-
ance is preserved at the quantum level by includ-
ing in the Hilbert space only those states that are
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annihilated by the constraint operators (physical
states):
Hˆoψ = 0, Hˆaψ = 0, (1)
and a linear operator must be inserted in the inner
product to kill the integrations on the spurious
degrees of freedom (gauge fixing) .[3]
In order that the prescription (1) be consistent
with the algebra of first class constraints, a proper
operator ordering should be found out such that
the constraint algebra is realized at the quantum
level in the following way:
[Hˆα, Hˆβ ] = Cˆγαβ(qi, pˆj)Hˆγ (2)
where α, β stand for both o and a.
Such an operator ordering can be found out by
raising the BRST generator Ω to the status of
a hermitian and nilpotent operator. The BRST
generator is a fermionic magnitude defined in a
phase space extended by the addition of pair of
canonically conjugated variables (ηα,Pα) (ghosts)
for each first class constraint. Ghosts have parity
opposed to the one of the respective constraint.
Ω(q, p, η,P) is defined by the conditions [3]
{Ω,Ω} = 0, Ω = ηαHα +more (3)
(the Poisson bracket is symmetric for fermionic
quantities). In Eq. (3) “more” means terms
of higher order in the ghosts. Ω is a conserved
charge of the extended system, and generates a
2global (rigid) symmetry. A hermitian and nilpo-
tent realization of Ω captures the structure of the
algebra (2) in the equation
0 = [Ωˆ, Ωˆ] = 2Ωˆ2 (4)
So, well ordered Dirac operator constraints can
be identified from the form of Ωˆ. Also Dirac phys-
ical states can be mapped into a cohomological
class of physical states (ΩˆΨ = 0) of the nilpotent
operator Ωˆ. The BRST extended system contains
both classical and quantum behavior of the con-
strained system.
We will consider the following system:
Ho = 1
2
gij(q)pipj + v, Ha = ξja(q)pj , (5)
where v is a gauge invariant potential (invariant
under transformations generated by the super-
momenta), and gij is an indefinite non-degenerate
metric. The constraint algebra is
{Ho,Ha} = Cboa(q, p)Hb = Cbjoa(q)pjHb, (6)
{Ha,Hb} = Ccab(q)Hc. (7)
In this case the BRST generator is
Ω = ηαHα + 1
2
ηαηβCγαβPγ , (8)
A hermitian and nilpotent realization of Ω is [4]
Ωˆ = Ωˆlinear + Ωˆquad (9)
where
Ωˆlinear = f
1
2
[
ηaξiapˆi +
1
2
ηaηbCcabPˆc
]
f−
1
2 (10)
Ωˆquad = ηo
(
1
2
f−
1
2 pˆifg
ij pˆjf
− 1
2 + v
)
+ 1
2
f−
1
2 pˆifη
oηaCbioaPˆbf−
1
2
+ 1
2
f−
1
2 PˆafηoηbCajob pˆjf−
1
2 , (11)
and f solves the equation
Cbab = f
−1(fξia),i. (12)
(f is a volume in the gauge orbit of the supermo-
menta).
In order to read from Ωˆ the constraint opera-
tors fulfilling Eq. (2), Ωˆ must be rearranged in
η−P order by repeatedly using the ghost (anti)-
commutation relations. After this procedure is
completed, the classical structure of Eq. (8) will
be reproduced at the quantum level [3]
Ωˆ = ηαHˆα + 1
2
ηαηβCˆγαβPˆγ . (13)
In our case the result is
Hˆo = f 12
[
1
2
f−1pˆifg
ij pˆj + v +
i
2
Cajoa pˆj
]
f−
1
2 (14)
Hˆa = f 12 ξiapˆif−
1
2 (15)
Cˆboa =
1
2
(f
1
2Cbjoapˆjf
− 1
2 + f−
1
2 pˆjC
bj
oaf
1
2 ) (16)
Cˆcab = C
c
ab (17)
Although it was supposed that the potential
v is gauge invariant to render simpler the con-
straint algebra, the results can be generalized to
potentials that can be factorized as a gauge in-
variant function v times a never null function
ϑ(q). This can be accomplished by performing a
unitary transformation leading to a different her-
mitian and nilpotent BRST generator
Ωˆ→ eiGˆ Ωˆ e−iGˆ. (18)
By choosing
Gˆ =
1
2
[ηˆo ln ϑ(q) Pˆo − Pˆo ln ϑ(q) ηˆo], (19)
the operators (14-17) suffer the following changes:
v −→ V = ϑ v,
gij −→ Gij = ϑ gij ,
f −→ ϑ−1 f ,
Cbjoa −→ ϑ Cbjoa,
and new structure functions appear:
Cooa = ξ
i
a(lnϑ),i . (20)
Thus the unitary transformation (18-19)
amounts to the scaling of the classical super-
Hamiltonian constraint. The scaling of a con-
straint does not modify the classical dynamics.
3The quantum system also remains unchanged
provided that the Dirac physical states change
according to
ϕ→ ϕ′ = ϑ−1/2 ϕ. (21)
In order to define an inner product between
Dirac physical states, the spurious variables as-
sociated with the super-momenta constraints
should be frozen by the ordinary procedure of in-
serting the Dirac deltas of the gauge fixing func-
tions and the corresponding Fadeev-Popov deter-
minant. However the reparametrization invari-
ance associated with the super-Hamiltonian con-
straint should be managed in a more specific way.
If the potential is positive definite, then the sys-
tem can be deparametrized as a relativistic parti-
cle, where the time is hidden in the configuration
space (intrinsic time); time essentially is a canon-
ical variable inside the light-cone of the metric gij .
Therefore a variable behaving as time (i.e., mono-
tonically increasing on every classical trajectory)
should be also frozen together with the rest of the
spurious variables.1
Things can be not so straightforward in other
cases. As an example, let us consider the case
where the potential is not definite positive but
there exists a time-like vector ~ξo such that [5]
L~ξo(|~ξo|−2 V ) = 1 (22)
and
L~ξo(|~ξo|
−2 G) ≈ 0 (23)
(i.e. ~ξo is a Killing vector of the scaled metric
|~ξo|−2 G on the constraint surface). Then, one
could factorize out the function ϑ = |~ξo|2 from
the super-Hamiltonian to get a simpler although
equivalent constraint:
L~ξov = 1 (24)
and
L~ξog ≈ 0 (25)
1This is not the case for General Relativity, where the
potential is the spatial curvature 3R
√
2 ~ξo is a unitary Killing vector for the scaled
metric g. In a coordinate system where the pa-
rameter of ~ξo is the q
o coordinate, and the rest of
the coordinate basis –{∂/∂qµ}– is orthogonal to
~ξo, the former geometrical properties become
~ξo =
∂
∂qo
, (26)
∂v
∂qo
= 1 (27)
and
∂gij
∂qo
≈ 0 . (28)
Then the super-Hamiltonian looks
Ho = −1
2
p2o +
1
2
gµν(qλ)pµpν + V(qµ) + qo (29)
where V(qµ) is a gauge invariant potential. One
could deparametrize this system by performing
the following canonical transformation
qo = pt, po = −t (30)
Thus the super-Hamiltonian becomes
Ho = pt + 1
2
gµνpµpν + V(qµ)− 1
2
t2 (31)
This is nothing but the Hamiltonian constraint of
a trivially parametrized system. Coming back to
the original variables, one realizes that the vari-
able to be frozen in the inner product is not a
coordinate but a momenta (extrinsic time [6]) [7].
This “gauge fixing” should be done in a non con-
ventional way. However, the transformation (30)
in the above examined example teach us that the
required insertion in the inner product involves an
integral operator performing a Fourier transform
[5].
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